Graphical abstract 2
Results: We applied the method to identify visual presentation events (both target and nontarget) in data from an unlabeled subject using labeled data from other subjects with good sensitivity and specificity. The method also identified actual visual presentation events in the data that were not previously marked in the experiment.
Comparison with existing methods:
Although the method uses traditional classifiers for initial stages, the problem of identifying events based on the presence of stereotypical EEG responses is the converse of the traditional stimulus-response paradigm and has not been addressed in its current form.
Introduction
A large body of traditional EEG neuroscience research uses "stimulus-response" paradigms in which a stimulus is presented to a subject and the subject's neurological response, as measured by EEG or other imaging, is recorded. Analysis begins by extracting windows or epochs consisting of channels × time data-points that are time-locked to particular known stimulus events. ERP (event related potential) analysis averages the epochs associated with each type of stimulus event and then examines differences in the average patterns. In order for averaging to work, precise signal time-locking to the events is critical and depends on having an accurate representation of event onset times [1] . More sophisticated time-locked methods based on regression [2] [3] [4] account not only for the temporal jitter due to variability of individual responses, but also for temporal overlap of responses due to closely spaced stimuli. However, all of these methods rely on precise knowledge of the time of stimulus with a goal of modeling "stereotypical" responses to specified stimuli.
Single trial time-locked analyses [5] and BCI (brain-computer interface) systems [6] also map epochs time-locked to stimuli into feature vectors labeled by the stimulus event type. These methods build classifiers [7] or use other machine learning techniques [8] to map feature vectors into class labels for use in later stimulus identification of time-locked unlabeled data. Single-trial analysis is also used in regression and other types of statistical modeling [9] [10] [11] [12] . Frishkoff et al. [13] have used features extracted from ERPs with decision-tree classifiers to generate rules for categorizing responses to stimuli across studies. They have developed NEMO (Neural ElectroMagnetic Ontologies) a formal ontology for the ERP domain [14] and methods of matching ERPs across heterogeneous datasets [15] . Time-locked classification, time-frequency, and ERP analyses have many applications in laboratory and clinical settings where scientists are trying to understand neurological processes associated with particular stimuli [16] [17] [18] [19] .
As EEG experiments move to more naturalistic settings [20] [21] , neither time-locked analysis nor expert identification of stereotypical patterns may be possible. In a typical laboratory event-related experiment involving visual stimuli, the subject focuses on the screen, and researchers assume that subjects "see" what is presented at the time of presentation. For subjects moving in natural environments, a myriad of stimuli compete for attention and the mere existence of a visible line-of-sight does not guarantee perception.
Even if eye-tracking data indicates a fixation on the visual target, the experimenter cannot be certain that a subject actually "saw" the stimulus and "paid attention". Clearly, the analysis of neural responses in EEG acquired under complex naturalistic experimental conditions requires alternative approaches for understanding stimulus-response relationships.
This paper introduces a new class of methods for analysis of EEG data, which we refer to as "automated event identification". Automated event identification matches responses observed in continuous unlabeled EEG data to responses known to be associated with particular stimuli in other datasets. While traditional ERP analysis tries to identify the stereotypical responses resulting from a particular stimulus, event identification tries to find stereotypical responses and hence locate when potential stimuli might have occurred. We employ machine-learning approaches to train multiple classifiers using data from experiments that follow well-controlled time-locked stimulus-response paradigms and then apply these classifiers to time windows extracted from continuous data in other settings to determine whether the same types of neural responses occurred in these new settings. Ideally such systems could allow researchers to tackle the inverse of the "stimulusresponse" problem and ask, "Which stimuli trigger a particular response?" rather than "What response is triggered by a particular stimulus?"
In this paper, we apply our automated detection method to show that not only does the expected neural response to visual stimulus occur in predictable ways across subjects in a visually evoked potential experiment, but also that similar responses can be evoked by incidental visual stimuli during the course of an experiment. Included in the supplemental material is a complete implementation of the method as a MATLAB toolbox (available at http://github.com/VisLab/EEG-Annotate) along with the labeled data used in this paper in order to allow researchers to label their own data using these tools.
Materials and methods

Method overview
In traditional time-locked EEG analysis, we know the stimulus times exactly and analyze responses by extracting fixed-length portions of the signal, called windows or epochs, starting at known times relative to the stimulus events as illustrated schematically by the yellow window (x) of Fig. 1 . We can transform response epochs to feature vectors labeled by stimulus type and build classifiers to identify stimulus based on response. A time-locked epoch (x) used in traditional ERP or classification analysis appears in yellow. Non-time-locked epochs (a through l) generated using fixed offsets (dotted lines) appear in blue and apricot. Apricot windows (d through k) partially overlap the epoch time-locked to this stimulus event.
In the context of automated event identification, however, we have no knowledge of where stimulus events are located or even if a particular brain response was actually associated with a "stimulus". Our goal is to identify stereotypical neural responses and then to determine whether these responses were associated with identifiable stimuli.
To approach this problem, we decompose the continuous channels × time EEG signal into windows (epochs), each offset by a fixed time as illustrated by the blue and apricot windows in Fig. 1 . We refer to the portion of an epoch from its start to the start of the next epoch as a sample. We choose the sample width (the window offset) to evenly divide the window length. The choice of sample offsets that integrally divide the length of windows (epochs) simplifies overlap calculations. We transform these overlapping windows into feature vectors and apply a federation of classifiers trained on time-locked data from other labeled datasets. We then combine the results, accounting for variations in timing, to identify the epochs most likely to contain potential stimuli. In summary, the method consists of the following steps: On the surface, this approach seems similar to ordinary classification with multiple datasets for training and a new dataset for testing, but there are crucial differences. Ordinary classification treats the epochs as independent of each other. In contrast, adjacent nontime-locked epochs extracted from continuous data are highly correlated, particularly for features that are relatively insensitive to time locking. If we choose an epoch size of one second with epoch offsets of 125 ms, 15 non-time-locked epochs overlap to some degree with each time-locked epoch. Further, the epoch offset or sample size (125 ms) is smaller than the time scale over which the relevant event process occurs. Thus, the classifiers output hits for clusters of adjacent, overlapping epochs that actually correspond to a single stimulus event. Another way to view this redundancy is that the individual predictions align to within a specified timing error.
A second difference is that in the automated identification of stimulus events, such as those that occur in naturalistic settings, we are mainly interested in the most significant events and assume that events (positive labels) occur relatively infrequently. After making and combining the initial predictions, we compare scores across the dataset as a whole to determine which labels are the most likely to correspond to events (true positives). Event identification in its second phase is similar to retrieval systems, which seek to identify the most relevant matches first. Precision and recall, which do not depend on true negatives (non-events), are the relevant measures.
The remainder of this section provides details about a particular implementation we provide with the annotation toolbox. Researchers can easily modify these choices to better suit their problems.
Extracting epochs or windows (Step a)
As described in Fig 1, we extract windows (epochs) starting at the beginning of the dataset from the continuous channels × time EEG signals of both training and test datasets. The windows are one second in length, and each window is offset from the previous window by an offset of 125 ms. The "positive" instances of a given event class correspond to windows that contain an event of that class in their first sub-window. The "negative" instances are those windows that do not overlap at all with the positive instances.
Transforming epochs to feature vectors (Step b)
In order to perform classification, we must convert epochs in the training and test datasets into feature vectors. We have selected spectral power features, which capture spectral, temporal, and spatial information without heavy dependence on exact timing. We form a feature vector of length channels × 8 × 8 for an epoch by computing for each channel the spectral power in each of eight (8) [25] . Theta rhythms originating from the hippocampus are generally too deep for EEG surface recordings to detect [26] . Alpha waves (also 8 − 12 Hz) found in the occipital lobe are associated with attention lapses [27] , while Beta band activity (16 − 32 Hz) is associated with motor and cognitive control [28] .
Training the classifiers (Step c)
Each of type of event generates a separate one-against-all classification problem. The question is whether an event of a particular type occurs in an epoch, not which of a selected set of events occurs in that epoch. We illustrate the approach using two classifier algorithms − simple linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [29] and a more sophisticated domain adaptation classifier called ARRLS, which was originally introduced by Long et al. [30] and later modified to handle imbalanced data by Su et al. [31] . LDA classifiers do not use information about the test set, so an annotation system can train a single classifier for each event type-training set combination and store the classifier along with the training set data for a simple and fast implementation. Domain adaptation classifiers use the distribution of the unlabeled test data to improve performance, so we must train a different classifier for each event type-training set-test set combination.
LDA classifiers find linear combinations of features that maximize the variance between classes while minimizing the variance within classes for the training set. LDA assumes that the samples within a class come from the same normal distribution and that the distributions of different classes have different means but the same covariance matrices. LDA also assumes that the test set has the same class distributions as the training set. We use the MATLAB fitcdiscr (fit discriminant analysis classifier) function with a linear discriminant type and empirical prior probabilities to train the LDA classifiers. After training an LDA classifier, we use the MATLAB predict function in the Statistics Toolbox to estimate the posterior probabilities to score the test epochs.
In contrast to LDA, domain adaptation adapts the training distributions to the test distributions in order to achieve better accuracy during learning transfer [32] [33] . The basic ARRLS algorithm proposed by Long adds several regularization terms to standard regression-based classification. One term, based on maximum mean discrepancy, tries to minimize the difference between the joint distributions of the training and test sets. The joint distribution is a combination of the marginal distribution of the feature vectors and the conditional distributions of the feature vectors for the different classes. ARRLS also uses manifold regularization to assure that the local geometry of the marginal distributions is similar in both the training and test sets. ARRLS finds an optimal solution by minimizing the least-squared classification error with a standard ridge regression term for regularization. In order to approximate the conditional distributions of the classes in the test set, ARRLS uses logistic regression classifier trained with the training data to calculate pseudo-labels for each element of the test data. We always balance the training data for this initial classification.
ARRLS assumes that training data and test data have the similar class balances. The highly imbalanced nature of event annotation (~100:1) creates an intrinsic difficulty in estimation of the conditional distributions, since the test set labels are completely unknown and not likely to be the same as that of the training data. We have developed a modification of ARRLS, called ARRLSimb to handle highly imbalanced datasets [31] . To estimate the structural risk and the joint distributions, ARRLSimb makes an initial prediction of the class labels for the test set to generate pseudo-labels. ARRLSimb uses the pseudo-labels of the test set along with the actual labels of the training set to weight the class samples when generating the conditional distributions.
Classifying test epochs or windows (Step d)
We apply the one-against-all classifiers developed for each event type-training dataset combination (LDA) or each event type-training dataset-test dataset combination (ARRLSimb) to produce initial prediction scores for the individual overlapping epochs in each test dataset. LDA sets the class label using a threshold based on posterior probabilities. The original ARRLS algorithm produces two scores for each test data item, one corresponding to a positive class label and the other corresponding to a negative class label. ARRLS selects the positive class if the difference in scores (positive -negative) is positive. Unfortunately, ARRLS performance is very sensitive to class imbalance. ARRLSimb uses an adaptive thresholding method described in the next subsection to compensate for imbalance when determining the class label.
Adaptive thresholding to adjust labels for imbalance (Step e)
ARRLSimb fits the distribution of difference scores based on the assumption that the test set is highly imbalanced, with far more negative class instances. ARRLSimb assumes that the distribution of difference scores is the sum of two Gaussian distributions, with the Gaussian representing the negative class having far more points than the Gaussian representing the positive class. Instead of trying to fit directly two Gaussians, ARRLSimb fits a single Gaussian corresponding to the largest peak in the score histogram, removes an approximation to this distribution from the histogram, and then fits a second Gaussian to the remaining positive differences. We use MATLAB scripts provided by Long et al. [30] modified for imbalance as described in [34] for the ARRLSimb classifications of this paper.
Scaling epoch or window scores (Step f)
The ranges of score differences for ARRLS differ widely across classifiers, preventing straightforward combination of scores from multiple classifiers. We have experimented with various types of scaling such as z-scoring prior to combination. To avoid undue influence by outliers, we subtract the adaptive threshold from the score difference computed as described in the previous section and set all negative scores to 0. We then divide by the 98 th percentile value of the non-zero scores and truncate all scores above 1 to 1. This shift and scaling results in scores from the individual classifiers to lie between 0 and 1.
Smoothing the window scores (Step g)
The algorithm combines scores from overlapping epochs (windows) to produce a single score for each sample (sub-window) by each classifier, accounting for the contribution of each epoch (window) to many samples (sub-windows) as illustrated schematically in Fig  2 . Fig. 2A shows a plot of the raw window scores produced by Step f plotted against the starting position of the window. A window consisting of N sub-windows (eight in our case) overlaps and contributes to the score 2×N -1 sub-windows. If Xk is the window starting at sub-window k, we compute the score Yi of sub-window i as:
Wj is the weight applied to the window offset by j sub-windows from the center of subwindow i. Table 2 shows the particular weight vector used in this work. (We omit division by the sum of the weights for readability.) Table 2 . Weights W and mask used to compute sub-window scores. 
Timing (j)
−
Scoring of samples or sub-windows (Step h)
A sub-window with a high score is likely to have neighbors with a high score. Under the assumption that distinct events have some temporal separation, high scoring sub-windows in a neighborhood are likely designate the same event. To avoid false positives due to double counting of immediate neighbors with a high score, we apply a greedy masking procedure to remove the conflicts. The procedure is as follows: first find the largest subwindow score and annotate the associated sub-window as a hit. Apply the zero-out mask (Table 2 ) centered on the labeled sub-window and update by multiplying the sub-window scores by the mask. This masking procedure eliminates nearby high scores as shown schematically in Fig. 2C . Repeat this procedure until there are no unmarked non-zero scores. In summary, the predictions of a target tend to cluster near a target, but usually spread over adjacent sub-windows due to timing variations and the contribution of each window to multiple sub-windows. Applying a weighted window average followed by thresholding gives better predictions than simply thresholding each score. Furthermore, since subwindows adjacent to an event have high scores, we use a zero-out procedure to avoid double counting.
Combining multiple classifiers to obtain candidate events (Step i and Step j)
At this point, we have an array of sub-window scores for each classifier. Due to the zeroout procedure, the array contains isolated non-zero values. We average all of the subwindow score arrays for each test set-event class combination. We then apply the smoothing function of Table 2 and then the zero-out procedure. The non-zero values are the scores for the candidate events.
Using adaptive thresholding to select the actual events (Step k)
Finally, we use adaptive thresholding to fit the score distribution of the candidate events and separate high-scoring candidates (likely events) from low-scoring candidates (likely noise). When the histogram of this distribution separates well into low and high scores, the annotation is likely to have been successful. However, if there is no clear separation between high and low scores, one should be conservative in accepting the annotation results. In some cases, a re-ranking procedure, such as reclassifying the samples that have non-zero scores in the annotation process, may improve the separation and the effectiveness of the annotation.
Metrics and timing tolerance
We use balanced accuracy as an initial measure of classification performance:
where TP, TN, FP, and FN are the true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively. However, in the context of annotation, as in retrieval, we are primarily interested in how well the algorithm annotates (retrieves) relevant items. In this context, precision, recall, and related measures are more useful. The annotation process determines how many items to annotate (retrieve) based on quality scores. Precision is the ratio of the number of correct or relevant items annotated (retrieved) over the total number annotated (retrieved). Recall is the ratio of the number of correct or relevant items annotated (retrieved) over the total number relevant items. We also use the ranked average precision (RAP) to measure annotation quality.
The ranked average precision (RAP) is the sum of P(ri) for all correctly retrieved items divided by the total number of correct or relevant items. Here P(ri) is the precision calculated by annotating all of the items whose scores are at least that of the i th top scoring correct item. RAP effectively assigns a zero precision to correct items that are not annotated (retrieved) and takes on a value of 1 when all correct items and only correct items are annotated (retrieved). RAP is similar to the average precision (AP) used in information retrieval [35] . However, since the term "average precision" in classification usually refers to averaging values over different folds in cross-validation, we use the term RAP to avoid confusion.
Timing presents a difficulty for evaluation because if a prediction is off from the true location by even one sub-window, the metrics count the item as a fail no matter how closely the prediction is to a true event. To account for these timing variations, we modify the algorithms for determining precision and recall to inspect the neighboring samples of a prediction. The non-time-locked versions of precision and recall count a sample as a positive if it is within a specified number of sub-windows (the tolerance) of a true positive event. Table 3 illustrates the process. Table 3 . Evaluation of predictions for different timing error tolerances in units of sub-windows. Subwindows with true events are marked with a T and those with predicted events are marked with a P. Subwindows for which no prediction is made are marked with 0. -window  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 True events occur during sub-windows 3, 6 and 10. Depending on the specified timing tolerance, the algorithm may or may not count predictions for neighboring sub-windows as hits. We also modify the RAP calculation to use timing precisions with a specified tolerance expressed as a number of sub-windows. Because of the zero-out procedure, each prediction will not have another prediction in its immediate neighborhood.
Sub
True event 0 0 T 0 0 T 0 0 0 T Predicted event P 0 0 0 0 P 0 0 P 0
Calculations of statistical significance
We used an empirical bootstrapping technique to answer the question of whether the performance of annotation in labeling m samples from a subject's n labeled samples was significantly better than random. To generate a random base annotation, we assigned a random score between 0 and 1 to each element of an n-element vector. We selected the m annotated samples using greedy procedure (remaining sample with the highest non-zero score selected next). However, after each selection, we applied the zero-out procedure described in Section 2.9 to remove the neighbors of the selected consideration from further consideration. We generated 10,000 random annotations and evaluated each performance metric on the annotations with a specified timing tolerance to form a base distribution. We applied the MATLAB ztest using the mean and standard deviation of this distribution to determine the statistical significance of the annotation for each subject. We also performed a non-parametric test of significance using the empirical distribution of the metrics based on random annotations.
Test data
To evaluate the proposed annotation system, we used prior collected, anonymized data containing no personally identifiable information from a standard Visual Evoked Potential (VEP) oddball task acquired during a cross-headset comparison study compiled by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory [36] [37]. The voluntary, fully informed consent of the persons used in this research was obtained in written form. The document used to obtain informed consent was approved by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory's Institutional Review Board (IRB) in accordance with 32 CFR 219 and AR 70-25 and also in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was reviewed and approved (approval #ARL 14-042) by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory's IRB before the study began. Table 4 summarizes the properties of this dataset. Eighteen subjects were presented with a sequence of two types of images: a U.S soldier (Friend events) and an enemy combatant (Foe events). The images were presented in random order at a frequency of approximately 0.5+/−0.1 Hz. Subjects were instructed to identify each image with a button press. The data used in this study was acquired using a 64-channel Biosemi Active2 EEG headset. The experiments recorded events for approximately 560 seconds. Longer records were trimmed to include only the portion containing the actual experiment with recorded events.
We applied the PREP preprocessing pipeline [38] to remove line noise and interpolate bad channels. We then removed the remaining noise and subject-generated artifacts using the Multiple Artifact Rejection Algorithm (MARA) [39] , which is an ICA-based EEG artifact removal tool. Both PREP and MARA are completely automated pipelines.
Each dataset contains approximately 34 Foe events and 235 Friend events. Typical timelocked classification analyses extract one-second epochs time-locked to these events and label epochs as "friend" or "foe". In these cases, a visual oddball-response to the enemy combatants (foe) is expected.
In contrast to classification, annotation processes the two different types of events in two separate analyses, each based on one-against-all classification. The "positive" samples are either the Friend events or the Foe events. To form the "negative samples" we select the samples remaining after eliminating the windows with any overlap with the positive events. Approximately 1000 negative samples remain for the "friend" problem and 4000 negative samples remain for the "foe" problem.
To predict labels for a test subject, we combine the scores from the 17 other subjects and predict labels for the test subject based on the combined score. Since the training and test datasets are distinct, we use all of the samples of the training subjects for training and all of samples of the test subject for testing.
Note that the classification problems described above (Friend versus others and Foe versus others) are extremely imbalanced. In each classification problem, we balance the training datasets by oversampling the positive samples before training the classifiers.
Results
To test the EEG annotation system, we perform two separate one-against-all classifications within the annotation process: the first annotates the appearance of U.S. soldiers (Friend events) and the second annotates enemy combatants (Foe events). Unlike the typical classification analyses, we use non-time-locked samples for both training and testing. A positive sample is a window whose first sub-window contains the targeted event. The negative samples are non-time-locked windows that do not overlap with the positive samples. Therefore, the negative samples depend on the type of positive samples. If positive samples are friends, then the negative samples are non-time-locked samples that do not overlap with the friend samples. Note that, in this case, the negative samples overlap with the foe samples. However, in annotation, the question is not whether the response between these two types of events is distinct, but rather at what times such events were likely to have occurred.
Pairwise classification accuracy
As an initial point of reference, we compare the performance of LDA (no domain adaptation), ARRLS (with domain adaptation) and ARRLSimb (ARRLS modified for imbalanced data) for non-time-locked classification using one subject as the training subject and another as the test subject. No labeled data from the test subject is included, but ARRLS and ARRLSimb accounts for the distribution of the test data. Because there are 18 subjects, we tested 306 pairs, consisting of 17 training subjects for each of 18 test subjects. Fig 3 compares the balanced accuracies for the two inter-subject classification problems: Friend vs. Others and Foe vs. Others. In the plot, each dot represents the accuracy of one training-test pair. As indicated by Fig. 3 , both ARRLS and ARRLSimb consistently outperform LDA in the pairwise classification task. As expected, the foe classification task is more difficult, in part because of the limited training set available for foe classification. The ARRLS classification results are similar to those reported in Wu et al. [40] on the same data collection using features consisting of raw EEG on selected channels. 
Raw window scores
The initial classification step calculates a score for each window. Fig 4 over plots the difference between the positive and negative raw class scores output from all ARRLSimb training-test set pairs. Friend and foe classification problems are considered separately. The window scores are aligned so that the sub-windows containing the actual event appear at position zero. The thick black line corresponds to the average of the scores for the Friend and Foe events, respectively. The overlay of the initial window scores shows the expected elevation in score for the positive events in each classification task, confirming the need for zero-out.
Predicted annotations and timing errors
Fig 5 summarizes the success of prediction of the true events (Friend and Foe separately) with respect to timing errors. In this case, the tolerance refers to the distance of the subwindow containing each actual event from the sub-window of the nearest prediction of that event. ARRLS and ARRLSimb predict approximately 50% of all events with zero timing error, and 75% of the events with a timing error of one sub-window or less (in this case, 125 ms). In either case, 85% of the events have a timing error of four sub-windows or less. ARRLS and ARRLSimb perform similarly for both friend and foe events. LDA, on the other hand, performs much more poorly, predicting 35% of friend events and 10% of the foe events with zero timing error. The Foe classification problem is very difficult and extremely imbalanced. Fig. 6 shows the statistical significance using the bootstrap ztest described in Section 2.13. Highly significant (p < 0.001) use black squares and results that are not statistically significant (0.05 < p) use red crosses. The remaining results have 0.001 < p < 0.05.. Subjects, 6, 12, 14, and 17, which are subjects with poor pairwise classification accuracies, have relatively poor performance results, although many of them are statistically significant. All results using the non-parametric test were significant.
In general, performance is an increasing function of timing tolerance, while statistical significance is a decreasing function of timing tolerance. Intuitively, the latter is true because it is easier to hit a true positive randomly within say two sub-windows than it is to hit within one sub-window. Subjects 1, 3, 7, 10, 15, and 16, which have moderate pairwise classification accuracy, have much better performance at timing tolerances of one than at zero. Performance for timing tolerance of two is virtually the same as for one for all subjects. We also calculated performance after eliminating Subject 17 from the training set and noticed very little change in performance. Results here include Subject 17. Table 5 summarizes the average performance in leave-one-subject-out annotation for VEP for different timing tolerances. Subjects are grouped by their average pair-wise classification accuracy. Table 5 . Average performance for leave-one-subject-out annotation of VEP with subjects grouped by pairwise classification accuracy: Good (2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 18) , Moderate (1, 3, 7, 10, 13, 15, 16) , and Poor (6, 12, 14, 17) . Numbers in parentheses are performance when hits are counted for both classes. A closer examination of the results revealed that many false positives were due to hits on the other class. For this reason, we also computed performance by scoring a hit if an event of either class was present within the specified timing tolerance. Table 5 displays these results in parentheses. As expected, precision improved. For example, when the training class was Friend, the precision went from 0.83 to 0.93 for the Good group and from 0.65 to 0.75 for the Moderate group when the timing tolerance was one. When the training class was Foe, the precision went from 0.25 to 0.83 for the Good group and from 0.20 to 0.66 for the Moderate group when the timing tolerance was one. The recall when the training class was Friend did not change very much. As expected, recall was much lower for combined classes when the training class was Foe. This is because the number of actual positive events increases by a factor of seven. The statistical significance of the results for combined class hits is slightly lower due to an increased probability of hitting a positive event at random. 
Training
Observation of annotation patterns
Misalignments in event response timing exist both within a subject and across subjects. The sliding window annotation process introduces another level of temporal "jitter". Fig.  7 illustrates some sample misalignments of predicted labels using Subject 1 of the VEP dataset as the test subject. As mentioned previously, we train ARRLSimb classifiers for each of the 17 other subjects using either Friend or Foe samples for the positive class and non-overlapping other samples for the negative class. We then extract the predicted labels for a given test-training subject pair by using the window weighting and zero-out procedure.
Each short vertical black line in the upper 17 rows of each panel in Fig. 7 marks a label predicted by one of the 17 training subjects. The top panel corresponds to annotation of Friend events, and the bottom panel corresponds to annotation of Foe events. The short vertical red lines in the bottom row show the timing of actual Foe samples. The blue vertical lines in the bottom row mark Friend samples. As expected, the predicted timings are not exactly aligned, and we must consider these timing variations when combining the predictions. Because of zero-out, predicted events are isolated. The data drawn in Fig. 7 are actually the normalized scores estimated by each classifier as shown in Fig. 3 .
Several interesting features are apparent here. In the experiment, subjects were asked to identify friend or foe images, with the expectation that relatively rare Foe events would elicit an oddball response. Images were presented roughly at 2-second intervals and approximately one-seventh of the images were foes. Oddball responses at the beginning of the experiments were present in several datasets. Anecdotal feedback from other experimenters suggests that experimentalists sometimes exclude the beginning events in an experimental record for this reason. Many of the subjects show an initial response before the first event (first blue vertical line in the bottom row in Fig. 7 at around 16 seconds) . The experimenter indicated that an image cueing the start of the experiment was displayed prior to the first visual stimulus presentation. Fig. 7 shows clear oddball responses annotated at around 38 seconds and 48 seconds (marked with the first two blue arrows at the top). Notice that expected event presentations were missing from the experimental record. Events corresponding to subject button presses occurred after each of these "missing" events. Foe events, or at least some events, were roughly "due" at that time. The annotation system also detected "missing" events in other experimental records.
Based on this observation, we re-examined the original raw data and the log of experimental event codes. In doing so, we uncovered a variable hardware error had caused a small number of trial event codes to be omitted from the recording of the data stream, although they corresponded to actual presentations to the subject. The "missing" codes that were highly predicted corresponded to missing log entries for an oddball event. This hardware error did not affect standard ERP analysis, because epoching only occurs around events explicitly marked in the data.
We examined the entire experimental record and also found that many subjects showed an oddball response after each session block ended. A closer examination of the experimental protocol revealed that subjects were presented with a congratulatory "You've made it through the block" image at the end of these sessions, which corresponded to these unanticipated oddball responses. The fact that the method found very few oddball responses that could not be explained supports the usefulness of this approach for analyzing unlabeled data.
The annotation system identifies samples in the data that are likely to be related to the positive class in a set of labeled samples. After annotating, we can order the sub-windows by their overall score. Fig. 8 shows the high scoring sub-windows of subjects 9 (top row) and 14 (bottom row), respectively. Subject 9 had the best average pair-wise classification accuracy (Fig. 3) , while subject 14 had the worst. Each row of each panel corresponds to a candidate event (step j of Table 1 ) for either Friend (left panel) or the Foe (right panel) as the positive class. The sub-windows for the candidate events are aligned at zero, with candidate events arranged vertically in order of decreasing score. The scores appear in decreasing order using a timing tolerance of two sub-windows. The predicted events are aligned with respect to their sub-window 0, color-coded by their closest true event/subject response. The marked sub-windows on either side of zero correspond to other true events that appear within +/− 2 seconds (16 sub-windows) on either side of the predicted events. All non-zero scores are displayed, with dotted lines marking the retrieval threshold. Fig. 8 represents each candidate event by a short horizontal bar, marking the sub-window during which it occurs by color-coding based on the relationship of this event to the closest true event as described in Table 6 . No event Neither friend or foe Predicted events displayed in red are within two sub-windows of an actual foe event and have been recognized by the subject as foe by a correct button press (CR, Correct Response). If the closest true event is a Foe event that the subject incorrectly identified (IR, Incorrect Response) as a Friend event, the predicted event appears in orange. If the closest true event was a Foe event in which the subject subsequently missed the button press (NR, No Response), the sub-window appears in pink. Similarly, if the closest true event is a friend, the response options appear in blue (CR), aqua (IR), or purple (NR), respectively. If no true event is within two sub-windows of this predicted event, the sub-window appears in black. The "No event" condition marks a situation in which no Friend or Foe event was marked in the data. The panels only display the scores corresponding to the candidate events of step j of the annotation algorithm of Table 1 . The dotted line marks the score corresponding to the adaptive threshold cutoff of step k of the algorithm.
In addition to the predicted events, which are aligned at sub-window 0, Fig. 8 also displays all of the other true events within +/− 2 seconds (16 sub-windows) of the predicted event.
Since subjects viewed images at roughly 2-second intervals, the display area of each graph in Fig. 8 roughly corresponds to three true events. The true events directly before and after the high-scoring predicted events align well with the actual timing of the true events. In the case of the Foe events, a number of the lower scoring predictions do not correspond to true events, but the predictions seem to be directly out of phase with actual events of any type. Very few predicted events appear in areas where no event of either type occurs. Subject 9 only has 33 Foe events, and most Foe predictions are clustered at the top of the scoring order. The challenge for annotation when the events are truly unknown is to decide where to set the annotation threshold with no prior knowledge of how many events actually appear in the data. Table 7 shows the results for Subject 9 in more detail. Many of the incorrect predictions correspond to actual events from the other class. The problem with the Foe events in Table  9 is that the default classifier thresholds include more events than actually exist in the data. Thresholds based on predicting the top 30 events give much better Foe event accuracies. 
The EEG-Annotate toolbox
We have released an open-source MATLAB toolbox called EEG-Annotate on Github (http://github.com/VisLab/EEG-Annotate) and have released as a data note the VEP dataset used for training and testing. The toolbox supports four base classification methods: LDA, ARRLS, ARRLSMod, and ARRLSimb. ARRLSMod and ARRLSimb are our modifications of the original ARRLS algorithm to better generate initial pseudo labels and to handle highly imbalanced datasets. The classifiers are designed for batch processing on a directory of datasets and produce score data structures that can then be processed by the annotator. The toolbox includes report-generating functions to create the graphs and tables presented in this paper and to evaluate the statistical precision using bootstrapping. The toolbox also contains functions for preprocessing EEG and generating features. The annotation pipeline does not require that training and testing datasets correspond to EEG. The only dependence of the toolbox on EEG occurs in the preprocessing and feature generation steps of the process. The toolbox depends on EEGLAB [41] , PREP [38] , and MARA [42] . We have found that for EEG annotation, artifact removal is essential to prevent the annotator from being confounded by artifacts such as blinks. The pipeline is fully-automated and requires no user intervention. We are making the data used in this study available on NITRC (https://www.nitrc.org/) and providing a detailed description of the data in an accompanying data note linked to the paper.
Discussion
Event identification and annotation presents several challenges: one rarely has sufficient time-locked data for a single subject to develop an accurate classifier to label continuous data not used to develop the classifier. In addition, inter-subject classification is notoriously difficult for EEG based on the variability of individual subject responses. Further, it is difficult to establish the accuracy of the annotations when only unlabeled data is available.
This work demonstrates the feasibility of automated annotation by developing a specific practical implementation. Here we demonstrate this by applying the approach to an 18-subject dataset to annotate unlabeled data from one subject based on labels from the other 17 subjects. We use the time-locked simulus-response labels as "ground truth" for the verification. We demonstrate that even a system based on simple features can provide useful and detailed annotations for unlabeled EEG and present exemplar cases where the system even found erroneously missing event codes in a dataset. We emphasize that many choices could be made for the required components and multiple approaches can be federated to improve accuracy. Many implementations of the annotation system outlined above are possible, and success depends on factors such as the features selected, the classifiers used, the method of balancing the training sets, and the similarity of the tasks and subjects. However, annotation can label not only events in the data for subsequent time-locked analysis, but can also identify times when a subject's brain response is "similar" to the pattern exhibited by other subjects during other tasks. Thus, we might apply this type of automated brain response labeling in much the same way as researchers use automated genome annotation systems to conditionally identify genes and their potential functions [43] . In genomics, these provisional annotations have led to many experiments designed to verify the annotations and to characterize individual genomic variability [44] .
Similarly, brain response annotation may lead to new insights into brain function, connectivity, and association of response with tasks, once sufficient annotated data becomes available. At the very least, these methods can be used to improve the overall robustness of existing labels, and eventually whole databases, by leveraging their inherent redundancy to provide means to identify cases where data and metadata may be missing or aberrant.
In this work, we start the sub-windows at the beginning of the dataset rather than timelocking the positive samples, treating the labeled training and unlabeled test data in the same fashion. Because of the lack of time-locking in the test data, we focus on features that are not particularly sensitive to exact timing. Examples of time-insensitive features include total power, bag-of-words (BOW), autoregressive (AR), and spectral features. We have also experimented with both time-locked and non-time-locked positive training windows and found very little difference in the annotation results for these particular features. Other choices of features may be more sensitive to positive sample time-locking. For simplicity, in this work we use features on total power by channel, since the datasets we consider have roughly the same channel configurations.
Simple power features contain temporal and frequency information but the spatial information is headset dependent. For cross-headset leave-one-subject-out, bag-of-words (BOW) features give higher classification accuracies on the VEP cross-headset collection [45] . We are exploring the possibility of using common dictionaries across collections to annotate a variety of tasks and headsets using the same core classifiers.
Many choices of parameters can be manipulated beyond the choice of features. Selection of classifier is one such choice. We have used several classifiers: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and Adaptation Regularization using Regularized Least Squares (ARRLS), ARRLSMod (ARRLS modified for pseudo-labels), and ARRLSimb (ARRLS modified to handle imbalance). More recently we have experimented with deep learning classification using convolution networks and power features, but the results of pairwise classification particularly for the Foe vs others case are poor. Work on artificially expanding the training set and using more sophisticated network approaches is ongoing.
We use straightforward methods for computing and combining sub-window scores after the initial classification. The predictions of a target tend to cluster near a target, but usually spread over adjacent sub-windows due to timing variations and the contribution of each sub-window to multiple windows. Applying a weighted window average and then thresholding gives better predictions than simply thresholding each score. Furthermore, since sub-windows adjacent to an event have high scores, we use a zero-out procedure to avoid double counting. Other weight matrices are possible, and the results appear to be insensitive to the exact choice of weights. We have considered only symmetric weights, but asymmetric weights are also possible and may be more appropriate in some cases.
Classifier fusion is a classical problem in machine learning, and there are many potential ways to combine results from multiple classifiers [46] . We have only considered the most straightforward approaches, but more sophisticated methods may be useful. For example, one could use many different annotation methods and then apply weight-of-evidence approaches based on Dempster-Shafer theory [52] or Bayesian networks [53] . Recent work in spectral ranking [54] and variational methods [55] also show potential for improving the output from federations of classifiers beyond simple addition of scores or votes. The goal of this work is not to provide an exhaustive examination of the possibilities, but rather to demonstrate the feasibility of annotation of EEG data. Much work has also been done in the image retrieval and web search communities on re-ranking algorithms [56] and this work is potentially applicable to EEG annotation.
While annotation generally places more emphasis on precision (reducing the number of false positives), good recall results can be useful input for downstream re-ranking or for use with additional voting schemes by combining results from using other types of features or methods.
Automated annotation of EEG is a new direction in EEG analysis that is oriented towards enabling discovery in non-ideal scenarios. As EEG moves into more realistic cases or nonlaboratory locations [21] , researchers can no longer clearly mark and time lock to events. Analyses will become increasingly challenging for multiple reasons. First, consistent, precise time locking is extremely difficult, if not impossible to achieve in many situations due to the complexity of real-world events, where event markers may have to be added post-hoc during manual review (such as identification of events from video feed taken in the field). Additionally, with added experimental or environmental complexity, the probability that events are missed or overlooked due to faulty equipment or human error during post-hoc encoding increases. The approaches developed here can help with these challenges and facilitate analyses through proper annotation.
Note also that a data scenario such as the VEP can provide "prototypical" oddball training to search for oddball responses in other types of data. More advanced annotation systems can use multiple feature sets in conjunction with other types of classifiers and combination methods as input to weight-of-evidence approaches. One can envision the creation of EEG databases with provisional annotations, in much the same as genomic databases have used machine learning to identify potential genes. With such large-scale databases at hand, one might use this information to identify potentially similar subjects and prototypical brain responses. This could also enable examining enrichment approaches -determining when features and responses tend to co-occur and beginning to isolate the features that characterize these responses. Such databases could also provide the core infrastructure for organizing knowledge about brain responses and behavior.
This paper focused on a relatively clean dataset with well-defined events known to have prototypical responses. Even with extremely simple spectral power features, the system was able to successfully identify most events without using any labeled data and no knowledge of when the events occurred in the test dataset. Our next step is to apply these algorithms on a larger scale to determine how often such a system is likely to identify such events in EEG that are not associated with a stereotypical oddball experiment. We believe that this system is the first step in applying large-scale annotation to build EEG databases of brain responses. The EEG-Annotate MATLAB toolbox is freely available at http://github.com/VisLab/EEG-Annotate. The VEP dataset is available in a companion data note.
